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INTRODUCTION
The JANCO classification system was adopted throughout the Justice Information
System and the Courts Administration Authority in 1992 and is managed and
administered by the Office of Crime Statistics. JANCO is an adaptation of the
Australian Bureau of Statistics’ ANCO (Australian National Classification of
Offences, 1985. Catalogue No. 1234.0) classification system. JANCO adheres to
the most detailed level of ANCO and extends this to even more detailed levels to
highlight items of interest obscured by the generality of ANCO. The first three
digits of JANCO faithfully represent the ANCO classification.
Offences are grouped into nine categories which cover twelve major offence types.
In some instances, additional lower levels of JANCO are used to distinguish
particular subgroups of offences or to provide information on the characteristics of
the victim (i.e. age group, sex), relationship between victim and offender, type of
premises victimised, type of weapon used, etc, which are required for State level
reporting.
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Each JANCO classification level generally contains a number of offences of the
same type that may be located in either or both State and Commonwealth
legislation. For example, the JANCO offence category of kidnapping includes
offences of that type under State legislation (Kidnapping Act, Criminal Law
Consolidation Act), Commonwealth legislation (Crimes (Internationally Protected
Persons) Act) and common law. Further information regarding the legislation
contained in each JANCO category is available from the Office of Crime Statistics
and Research on request.
In 1997 the Australian Bureau of Statistics introduced the Australian Standard
Offence Classification (ASOC) (Australian Standard Offence Classification, 1997.
Catalogue No. 1234.0), to replace ANCO. The two systems are not directly
comparable, with ASOC having sixteen divisions rather than ANCO’s eight
divisions.
The Office of Crime Statistics and Research has maintained JANCO as its primary
reporting classification system to allow comparability over time. The Office
maintains a conversion table to allow reporting by the JANCO or by the ASOC
classification system as required.

Please direct any queries you may have relating to the JANCO or ASOC classification systems to Rondelle Oster
Oster.Rondelle@saugov.sa.gov.au or Ingrid Ahmer – Ahmer.Ingrid@saugov.sa.gov.au.

-

Notes
Attempts, Aid and Abet, Conspiracy to and Accessory Offences
Apart from attempted murder (for which there are specific categories -112 and 113), attempts, aid and abet, conspiracy to, or
accessory before the fact are classified to the relevant lowest level of offence category where the offence is known
Accessory, etc before the fact where the offence type is not known and accessory after the fact are coded to 5496
A Level 9 Offence Group, which does not exist in ANCO, has been added to cover non offence matters, such as issuance of
restraining orders, which are required for reporting at the State level.
When applying an Offence Code, the lowest category within the hierarchical structure for the appropriate offence group should be
applied. For example, 112 should not be applied since 1121 and 1122 exist.
Within the 121 ‘Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm’ offence group, 12111, 12112, 12113, 12121, 12122, 12123, 12131,
12132, 12133, 12191, 12192 or 12193 should be applied.
Level 1
Date Added to Group
1

1/1/1901
11

Offence Group (JANCO) Description

Offences against the person including acts endangering life

1/1/1901 Homicide
111 1/1/1901 Murder
1111 1/1/1901 Murder (excluding by causing suicide)
1112 1/1/1901 Procure suicide by fraud or duress
112

1/1/1901 Attempted murder
see lawid 14162 for attempted murder
1121 1/1/1901 Attempted murder (excluding by causing attempted suicide)
1122 1/1/1901 Attempt to procure suicide by fraud or duress

113

1/1/1901 Conspiracy to murder

114

1/1/1901 Manslaughter (incl. manslaughter by driving)
See lawid 3255 for Attempted manslaughter
Driving causing death in classified to 115 unless the offence
is described specifically as "Manslaughter"

115

1/1/1901 Driving causing death

119 1/1/1901 Homicide nec
1191 1/1/1901 Offences involving suicide (other than 1112 and 1122)
1199 1/1/1901 Other and unspecified homicide
12

1/1/1901 Assault (excluding sexual assault)
See 89 for assault in prisons
121

1/1/1901 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm
Only where words "GRIEVOUS" or "PERMANENT INJURY" or
TO ENDANGER LIFE" appear in the offence description is offence to be
classified to 121.All other terms such as "SERIOUS" are classified to 122
See Group 13 for Sexual Assault

1211* 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim under 12 years
Terminated 30/06/1992
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1211 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim under 12 years
12111*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to male victim under 12 years
12112*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to female victim under 12 years
12113*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to victim under 12 years, sex unspecified
1212* 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim 12 years or over
Terminated 30/06/1992
1212 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim 12 years or over
12121*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to male victim 12 years and over
12122*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to female victim 12 years and over
12123*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to victim 12 years and over, sex unspecified
1213*1/1/1901 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim age unspecified
Terminated 30/06/1992
1213 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - victim age unspecified
12131*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to male victim age unspecified
12132*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to female victim age unspecified
12133*
1/7/1992 grievous bodily harm to victim, age and sex unspecified
1219 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning grievous bodily harm - other
12191
1/7/1993 assault occasioning grievous bodily harm to male/victim other
12192
1/7/1993 assault occasioning grievous bodily harm to female victim other
12193
1/7/1993 assault occasioning grievous bodily harm to victim sex unspec. other
122

1/1/1901 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm

1221 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim under 12years
Terminated 30/06/1992
1221 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim under 12years
12211
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to male victim under 12 years
12212
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to female victim under 12 years
12213
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to victim under 12 years, sex unspecified
1222 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim 12 years or over
Terminated 30/06/1992
1222 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim 12 years or over
12221
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to male victim 12 years or over
12222
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to female victim 12 years or over
12223
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to victim 12 years or over, sex unspecified
1223 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim age unspec
Terminated 30/06/1992
1223 1/7/1992 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - victim age unspec
12231
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to male victim, age unspec
12232
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to female victim, age unspec
12233
1/7/1992 assault occasioning a.b.h. to victim, age and sex unspecified
1229 1/1/1901 Assault occasioning actual bodily harm - other
128

1/7/1993 Assault with intent to commit an offence
inc SA A CLC 270b
See 21 for assault with intent to rob
Description previously “...with intent to commit a felony or indictable
misdemeanour”. Changed as a result of 59/1994 (Criminal Law
Consolidation (Felonies and Misdemeanours) Amendment Act

129

1/1/1901 Other assault

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’

.
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1291 1/1/1901 Major assault nec (max pen >= 5 years)
Terminated 31/12/1991
1291 1/1/1992 Major Assault nec (max pen >=5 years)
12911 1/1/1992 Major assault by driving
Terminated 14/05/2006
129111 1/1/1992 Cause grievous bodily harm by driving a motor vehicle
Terminated 14/05/2006
129112 1/1/1992 Cause other harm by driving a motor vehicle
Terminated 14/05/2006
129117 1/1/1992 Cause harm by driving a non-motor vehicle
Terminated 14/05/2006
129119 1/1/1992 Major assault by driving nec
Terminated 14/05/2006
12911

15/05/2006

Major assault by driving

12919

1/1/1992 Major assault other
Terminated 14/05/2006

12919
15/05/2006 Major assault other (max pen >= 5 years)
129191 15/05/2006 Major assault other (max pen >= 5 years imp)-Divisions 7 and 7A of CLC Act
Includes cause harm as defined under sections 21 and 22 of CLC Act
1291911 15/05/2006 Major assault other of male (max pen >= 5 years imp)
12919111 15/05/2006 Major assault other of male under 12 years
12919112 15/05/2006 Major assault other of male 12 to 17 years
12919113 15/05/2006 Major assault other of male 18 years and over
12919119 15/05/2006 Major assault other of male age unspecified
1291912 15/05/2006 Major assault other of female (max pen >= 5 years imp)
12919121 15/05/2006 Major assault other of female under 12 years
12919122 15/05/2006 Major assault other of female 12 to 17 years
12919123 15/05/2006 Major assault other of female 18 years and over
12919129 15/05/2006 Major assault other of female age unspecified
1291913 15/05/2006 Major assault other of victim sex unknown (max pen >= 5 years imp)
12919131 15/05/2006 Major assault other of victim sex unknown under 12 years
12919132 15/05/2006 Major assault other of victim sex unknown 12 to 17 years
12919133 15/05/2006 Major assault other of victim sex unknown 18 years and over
12919139 15/05/2006 Major assault other of victim sex unknown age unspecified
129199

15/05/2006

Major assault other (max pen >= 5 years imp) NEC

1292 1/1/1901 Minor assault nec (max pen < 5 years imp)
Terminated 30/06/1992
1292 1/7/1992 Minor assault nec (max pen < 5 years imp)
12921 1/7/1992 common assault (SA A CLC39)
129211 1/7/1992 common assault to male victim
129212 1/7/1992 common assault to female victim
129213 1/7/1992 common assault to victim, sex unspecified
12929 1/7/1992 other minor assault
Terminated 14/05/2006
12929
15/05/2006 Minor assault other (max pen < 5 years imp)
129291 15/05/2006 Minor assault other (max pen < 5 years imp)-Divisions 7 and 7A of CLC Act
Includes cause harm as defined under sections 21 and 22 of CLC Act
1292911 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of male (max pen < 5 years imp)
12929111 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of male under 12 years
12929112 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of male 12 to 17 years
12929113 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of male 18 years and over
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’

.
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12929119 15/05/2006

Minor assault other of male age unspecified

1292912 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of female (max pen< 5 years imp)
12929121 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of female under 12 years
12929122 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of female 12 to 17 years
12929123 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of female 18 years and over
12929129 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of female age unspecified
1292913 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of victim sex unknown (max pen < 5 years imp)
12929131 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of victim sex unknown under 12 years
12929132 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of victim sex unknown 12 to 17 years
12929133 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of victim sex unknown 18 years and over
12929139 15/05/2006 Minor assault other of victim sex unknown age unspecified
129299

15/05/2006

Minor assault other (max pen < 5 years imp) NEC

1293 1/1/1901 Assault Police

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’

.
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13

1/1/1901 Sexual assaults and offences
136 1/1/1901 Sexual assaults
1361 1/1/1901 Rape
13611
1/1/1901 Rape of female
136111 1/1/1901 Rape of female under 12 years
136112 1/1/1901 Rape of female 12 to 16 years inclusive
136113 1/1/1901 Rape of female 17 years or over
136114 1/1/1901 Rape of female age unspecified
13612
1/1/1901 Rape of male
136121 1/1/1901 Rape of male under 12
136122 1/1/1901 Rape of male 12 to 16 years inclusive
136123 1/1/1901 Rape of male 17 years or over
136124 1/1/1901 Rape of male age unspecified
13613

1/1/1901 Rape - sex unspecified (age not considered)

1362 1/1/1901 Attempted rape
13621
1/1/1901 Attempted rape of female
136211 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of female under 12 years
136212 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of female 12 to 16 years inclusive
136213 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of female 17 years or over
136214 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of female age unspecified
13622
1/1/1901 Attempted rape of male
136221 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of male under 12 years
136222 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of male 12 to 16 years inclusive
136223 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of male 17 years or over
136224 1/1/1901 Attempted rape of male age unspecified
13623

1/1/1901 Attempted rape - sex unspecified (age not considered)

1363 1/1/1901 Indecent assault
13631
1/1/1901 Indecent assault of female
136311* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of female under 12 years
136312* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of female 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 12/08/2005
136312* 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of female 12 to 16 years inclusive
1363121 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of female 12 to 13 years inclusive
1363122 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of female 14 to 16 years inclusive
136313* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of female 17 years or over
136314* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of female age unspecified
13632
1/1/1901 Indecent assault of male
136321* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of male under 12 years
136322* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of male 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 12/08/2005
136322* 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of male 12 to 16 years inclusive
1363221 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of male 12 to 13 years inclusive
1363222 13/08/2005 Indecent assault of male 14 to 16 years inclusive
136323* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of male 17 years or over
136324* 1/1/1901 Indecent assault of male age unspecified
13633*
137

1/1/1901 Indecent assault - sex unspecified (age not considered)

1/1/1901 Sexual offences (consent proscribed)

1371 1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse
13711

1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’

.
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137111
137112
137112
137113
137114
137115

1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female under 12 years
1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 12/08/2005
13/08/2005 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to 16 years inclusive
1371121 13/08/2005 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to 13 years inclusive
1371122 13/08/2005 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female 14 to 16 years inclusive
1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female age unspecified
1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with female by guardian or teacher
1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled female

13712
1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male
137121 1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male under 12 years
137122 1/1/1901 Unlawful intercourse with male 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 12/08/2005
137122 13/08/2005 Unlawful intercourse with male 12 to 16 years inclusive
1371221 13/08/2005 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male 12 to 13 years inclusive
1371222 13/08/2005 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male 14 to 16 years inclusive
137123 1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male age unspecified
137124 1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with male by guardian or teacher
137125 1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled male
13713
1/1/1901 Unlawful sexual intercourse - sex unspecified (age not considered)
137131 1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse - sex unspecified (age not considered)
137132 1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with person sex unspecified by guardian or teacher
137133 1/7/1993 Unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled person -sex unspecified
1372 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse
13721
1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female
137211 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female under 12 years
137212 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to16 years incl
Terminated 12/08/2005
137212 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to16 years incl
1372121 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female 12 to 13 years incl
1372122 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female 14 to 16 years incl
137213 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female age unspec.
137214 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with female by guardian or teacher
137215 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled female
13722
1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male
137221 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male under 12 years
137222 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male 12 to 16 years
Terminated 12/08/2005
137222 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male 12 to 16 years
1372221 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male 12 to 13 years incl
1372222 13/08/2005 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male 14 to 16 years incl
137223 1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male age unspec.
137224 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with male by guardian or teacher
137225 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled male
13723
1/1/1901 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse - sex unspecified (age not considered)
137231 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with person sex unspecified (age not
considered)
137232 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with person sex unspecified by guardian or
teacher
137233 1/7/1993 Attempted unlawful sexual intercourse with intellectually disabled person –
sex unspecified
1373 1/1/1901 Incest
13731
1/1/1901 Incest with female
137311 1/1/1901 Incest with female under 12 years
Terminated 30/06/1992
137311 1/7/1992 Incest with female by brother/sister
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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137312 1/1/1901 Incest with female 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 30/06/1992
137312 1/7/1992 Incest with female by parent
137313 1/1/1901 Incest with female 17 years or over
Terminated 30/06/1992
137313 1/7/1992 Incest with female by relation unknown
137314 1/1/1901 Incest with female age unspecified
Terminated 30/06/1992
137319 1/7/1992 Incest with female by other relation
13732
1/1/1901 Incest with male
137321 1/1/1901 Incest with male under 12 years
Terminated 30/06/1992
137321 1/7/1992 Incest with male by brother/sister
137322 1/1/1901 Incest with male 12 to 16 years inclusive
Terminated 30/06/1992
137322 1/7/1992 Incest with male by parent
137323 1/1/1901 Incest with male 17 years or over
Terminated 30/06/1992
137323 1/7/1992 Incest with male by relation unknown
137324 1/1/1901 Incest with male age unspecified
Terminated 30/06/1992
137329 1/7/1992 Incest with male by other relation
13733 1/1/1901 Incest - sex unspecified (age not considered)
Terminated 30/06/1992
13733 1/7/1992 Incest - with sex unspecified
137331 1/7/1992 Incest with sex unspecified by brother/sister
137332 1/7/1992 Incest with sex unspecified by parent
137333 1/7/1992 Incest with sex unspecified by relation unknown
137339 1/7/1992 Incest with sex unspecified by other relation
139

1/1/1901 Other sexual offences

1391 1/1/1901 Indecent behaviour/exposure
13911
1/1/1901 Indecent behaviour/exposure by female
13912
1/1/1901 Indecent behaviour/exposure by male
13913
1/1/1991 Indecent behaviour/exposure by sex unspecified
1392 1/1/1901 Gross indecency with a child
13921
1/1/1901 Gross indecency with female under 16 years
13922
1/1/1901 Gross indecency with male under 16 years
13923
1/1/1991 Gross indecency with sex unspecified under 16 years
1393 1/1/1901 Incite or procure an act of gross indecency with a child
13931
1/1/1901 Incite or proc. act of gross indecency with female under 16 years
13932
1/1/1901 Incite or proc. act of gross indecency with male under 16 years
13933
1/1/1991 Incite or proc. act of gross indecency with sex unspec. under 16 years
1394 1/1/1901 Be a party to an act of gross indecency with a child
13941
1/1/1901 Be a party to act of gross indecency with female under 16 years
13942
1/1/1901 Be a party to act of gross indecency with male under 16 years
13943
1/1/1991 Be a party to act of gross indecency with sex unspec. under 16 years
1395 1/1/1994 Persistent sexual abuse of a child
13951
1/1/1994 Persistent sexual abuse of a female child
13952
1/1/1994 Persistent sexual abuse of a male child
13953
1/1/1994 Persistent sexual abuse of a child - sex unspecified
1399 1/1/1901 Other sexual offences nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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19

1/1/1901 Other offences against the person incl acts endangering life generally
191

1/1/1901 Kidnapping and abduction
Carry a person away, without his consent, by means of force, threats or fraud.
Excludes taking of children from the care and/or custody of a person in defiance
of an order under Family Law or similar Legislation
Terminated 30/06/1992

191

1/7/1992 Kidnapping and abduction
As above
1911 1/7/1992 kidnapping/abduction male victim
1912 1/7/1992 kidnapping/abduction female victim
1913 1/7/1992 kidnapping/abduction victim, sex unspecified

192

1/1/1901 Ill treatment of children

193

1/1/1901 Hijacking and other acts endangering life involving transport

198

1/1/1901 Defamation and Libel
Previously 597

199

1/1/1901 Other offences against the person

1991 1/1/1901 Threat to kill or endanger life (including bomb threats)
19911*
1/1/1901 Threat to kill or endanger life - victim under 12 years
19912*
1/1/1901 Threat to kill or endanger life - victim 12 years or over
19913*
1/1/1901 Threat to kill or endanger life - victim age unspecified
19919
1/1/1901 Threat to kill - other (incl. bomb threats)
1992 1/1/1901 Threat to injure (persons or property)
Terminated 30/06/1993
1992 1/7/1993 Threat to injure person
Threat to injure property codes to 4194
1993 1/1/1901 Possess object to kill or injure with intent
1994 1/1/1901 Act likely to endanger life or cause harm nec
1995 1/6/1994 Stalking
19951
1/6/1994 Stalking breaching court order
19952
1/6/1994 Stalking in possession of offensive weapon
19959
1/6/1994 Stalking nec
1999 1/1/1901 Offences against the person nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 2
2

1/1/1901 Robbery and extortion
21

1/1/1901 Robbery
211

1/1/1901 Armed robbery

2111 1/1/1901 Robbery with firearm
21111
1/1/1901 Robbery with firearm - Financial Institution
21119
1/1/1901 Robbery with firearm - other
2112 1/1/1901 Robbery with offensive weapon (not firearm)
21121
1/1/1901 Robbery with offensive weapon (not firearm) - Financial Institution
21129
1/1/1901 Robbery with offensive weapon (not firearm) - other
212

1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery

2121 1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with violence
21211
1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with violence - Financial Institution
21219
1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with violence - other
2122 1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with no violence
21221
1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with no violence - Financial Institution
21229
1/1/1901 Unarmed robbery with no violence - other
22

1/1/1901 Extortion and Blackmail
221 1/1/1901 Extortion

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 3
3

1/1/1901 Burglary, break and enter, fraud, forgery, false pretences and larceny
31 1/1/1901 Burglary and break and enter
311

1/1/1901 Burglary and break and enter dwellings

3111 1/1/1901 Burglary
3112 1/1/1901 Break and enter dwellings
31121
1/1/1901 Break and enter house
31122
1/1/1901 Break and enter flat/unit
31123
1/1/1901 Break and enter dwelling nec
3113 1/1/1901 Break and enter dwellings with intent
31131
1/1/1901 Break and enter house with intent
31132
1/1/1901 Break and enter flat/unit with intent
31133
1/1/1901 Break and enter dwelling nec with intent
3114 1/1/1901 Enter dwelling at night with intent
31141
1/1/1901 Enter house at night with intent
31142
1/1/1901 Enter flat/unit at night with intent
31143
1/1/1901 Enter dwelling nec at night with intent
312

1/1/1901 Break and enter shops

3121 1/1/1901 Break and enter shops
31211
1/1/1901 Break and enter licensed premises
31212
1/1/1901 Break and enter pharmacy
31213
1/1/1901 Break and enter shops nec
3122 1/1/1901 Break and enter shops with intent
31221
1/1/1901 Break and enter licensed premises with intent
31222
1/1/1901 Break and enter pharmacy with intent
31223
1/1/1901 Break and enter shops nec with intent
313 1/1/1901 Breaking and entering schools
3131 1/1/1901 Break and enter schools
3132 1/1/1901 Break and enter schools with intent
318

1/1/1901 Breaking and entering other buildings

3181 1/1/1901 Break and enter buildings nec
31811
1/1/1901 Break and enter financial institution
31812
1/1/1901 Break and enter surgery
31813
1/1/1901 Break and enter factory/warehouse
31814
1/1/1901 Break and enter office
31815
1/1/1901 Break and enter TAB/casino
31819
1/1/1901 Break and enter building nec
3182 1/1/1901 Break and enter buildings nec with intent
31821
1/1/1901 Break and enter financial institution with intent
31822
1/1/1901 Break and enter surgery with intent
31823
1/1/1901 Break and enter factory/warehouse with intent
31824
1/1/1901 Break and enter office with intent
31825
1/1/1901 Break and enter TAB/casino with intent
31829
1/1/1901 Break and enter building nec with intent

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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319
319

1/1/1901 Offences related to break and enter
Terminated 29/02/2000
1/3/2000 Serious criminal trespass and other offences related to break and enter
See also 593 - Trespassing

3191 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass
31911 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - non-residential building
319111 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass – shops
3191111
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - licensed premises
3191112
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - pharmacy
3191113
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - shops nec
319112

1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - schools

319113 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - other buildings
3191131
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - financial institution
3191132
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - surgery
3191133
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - factory/warehouse
3191134
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - office
3191135
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - TAB/casino
3191139
1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - building nec
31912 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - place of residence
319121 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - house
319122 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - flat/unit
319123 1/3/2000 Non aggravated serious criminal trespass - dwelling nec
3192 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass
31921 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - non-residential building
319211 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass – shops
3192111
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - licensed premises
3192112
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - pharmacy
3192113
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - shops nec
319212

1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - schools

319213 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - other buildings
3192131
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - financial institution
3192132
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - surgery
3192133
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - factory/warehouse
3192134
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - office
3192135
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - TAB/casino
3192139
1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - building nec
31922 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - place of residence
319221 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - house
319222 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - flat/unit
319223 1/3/2000 Aggravated serious criminal trespass - dwelling nec
3193 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass (excl Group 593)
31931 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - non-residential building
319311 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass – shops
3193111
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - licensed premises
3193112
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - pharmacy
3193113
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - shops nec
319312

1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - schools

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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319313 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - other buildings
3193131
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - financial institution
3193132
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - surgery
3193133
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - factory/warehouse
3193134
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - office
3193135
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - TAB/casino
3193139
1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - building nec
31932 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - place of residence
319321 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - house
319322 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - flat/unit
319323 1/3/2000 Other criminal trespass - dwelling nec
3199 1/3/2000 Other offences related to break and enter nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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32

1/1/1901 Fraud and misappropriation
Relates to offences involving fraud, forgery, misrepresentation or false promise with the intention of obtaining
property, gaining an advantage or depriving another person or organisation of property, rights or privileges.
Excluded from this group are offences against legislation dealing with the incorporation etc. of companies,
societies, etc. other company matters or bankruptcy which involve false statements, false accounts, etc so
described where there is no specific inclusion in the offence description of the word "fraud" or "fraudulent" or
"intent to defraud" or words of similar intent.
But see 3215 where government benefits are involved.
Fraud under electoral legislation = 835
Fraudulent prescription offences = 691
321

1/1/1901 Fraud forgery and false pretences
When committed by an employee or agent etc., code to 322

3211
3212
3213
3214

1/1/1901
1/1/1901
1/1/1901
1/1/1901

False pretences - credit/debit cards
False pretences - cheques (incl. forge and utter cheques)
False pretences nec
Forge and utter (excl. cheques)
Note: (excludes prescriptions/elections)
3215 1/1/1901 Fraud with respect to government benefits, etc(incl. false statements)
Terminated 30/06/1992
3215 1/7/1992 Fraud with respect to government benefits, etc. (incl. false statements)
32151
1/7/1992 False statement - unemployment benefit
32152
1/7/1992 False statement - other social security benefit
32153
1/7/1992 False statement - type benefit not known
32159
1/7/1992 Fraud with respect to government benefits - other
3216 17/6/2003 Dishonest dealings with documents not further defined
3219 1/1/1901 Fraud nec (including larceny from ATM)
False representation
See 5119 or Personate Public Officer
322 1/1/1901 Misappropriation/embezzlement
3221 1/1/1901 Misappropriation/embezzlement by director/trustee/partner
3222 1/1/1901 Misappropriation/embezzlement by employee
323
33

35

1/1/1901 Counterfeiting

1/1/1901 Receiving and unlawful possession
331 1/1/1901 Receiving
332 1/1/1901 Unlawful possession of stolen goods
339 1/1/1901 Handling of stolen goods - other
1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of vehicle
See 193 for hijacking where public transport involved
351 1/12/1990 Larceny or illegal use of motor vehicle
3511 1/12/1990 Larceny of motor vehicle
3512 1/12/1990 Illegal user of motor vehicle
3513 1/1/1991 Interfere with a motor vehicle
352

1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of bicycle

353

1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of boat

354

1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of aircraft

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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359 1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of vehicle nec
3591 1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of trailer/caravan
3592 1/1/1901 Larceny or illegal use of vehicles nec
39

1/1/1901 Larceny not of vehicle
391

1/1/1901 Stealing from the person
(i.e. off the person, excludes theft from possession or custody of a person, e.g. from desk drawer or locker
room)

392

1/1/1901 Larceny of livestock (including domestic animals)

393

1/1/1901 Larceny from shops
(Shoplifting)
3931 1/1/1901 Larceny from licensed premises
3932 1/1/1901 Larceny from pharmacy
3933 1/1/1901 Larceny from shop nec

399 1/1/1901 Other larceny (not 391,392,393)
3991 1/1/1901 Larceny from schools
(School is the victim, not person located at school)
3992 1/1/1901 Larceny of drugs
3993 1/1/1901 Larceny from motor vehicle (excl. larceny of drugs)
3994 1/1/1901 Fail to pay fee, bills, meals, accommodation etc
3999 1/1/1901 Larceny nec
Terminated 31/10/1999
3999 1/11/1999 Larceny nec
39991 1/11/1999 Larceny nec (shop or school) (not 393, 3991)
(Not shoplifting)
39999 1/11/1999 Larceny nec (other than 39991)

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 4
4

1/1/1901 Damage property and environmental offences
Where endangerment to life is indicated in the offence description code to 199 group
41

1/1/1901 Damage property
411

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - Criminal Law Consolidation Act
(Note: CLC85(1) only)
Arson where endangerment of life is indicated, classify to 199

4111 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - dwellings (CLC)
41111

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - house (CLC)

411111* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - house -damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411111 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - house -damage > $2500 (CLC)
4111111* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - house -damage $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4111111* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-house-damage > $30000 CLC 85(1)
4111112* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - house –damage > $2000 and <= $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4111112* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - house damage > $2500 and <= $30000
CLC85(1)
411112* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - house - damage-<=$2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411112* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - house - damage-<=$2500 (CLC)
411113* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - house - damage unspec. (CLC)
41112

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit (CLC)

411121* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage> $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411121 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage> $2500(CLC)
4111211* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage >$25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4111211* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-flat/unit damage > $30000 CLC85(1)
4111212* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage > $2000 and <= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4111212* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-flat/unit damage > $2500 and <= $30000
CLC85(1)
411122* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage <=$2000(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411122* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-flat/unit damage <= $2500 CLC85(1)
411123* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - flat/unit - damage unspecif. (CLC)
41113

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec (CLC)

411131* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/121992
411131 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec - damage> $2500 (CLC)
4111311* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec -damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4111311* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec -damage > $30000 CLC85(1)
4111312* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec –damage > $2000 and <= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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4111312* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec –damage > $2500 and <= $30000
CLC85(1)
411132* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives-dwelling nec-damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411132* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-dwelling nec-damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411133* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - dwelling nec - damage unspec (CLC)
4112 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - shops (CLC)
41121

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem (CLC)

411211* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage > $2000(CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411211 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage > $2500 (CLC
4112111* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4112111* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-licensed prem damage > $30000 CLC85(1)
4112112* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage > $2000 and <= 25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4112112* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-licensed prem damage >$2500 and <=$30000
CLC85(1)
411212* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411212* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives- licensed prem damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411213* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - licensed prem - damage unspec (CLC)
41122

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - pharmacy (CLC)

411221* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- pharmacy - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411221 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- pharmacy - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4112211* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- pharmacy - damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4112211* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - pharmacy damage > $30000 CLC85(1)
4112212* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- pharmacy - damage > $2000 and <= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4112212* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - pharmacy damage > $2500 and <= $30000
CLC85(1)
411222* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- pharmacy - damage <=$2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411222* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives - pharmacy damage <= $2500 CLC85(1)
411223* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - pharmacy - damage unspec (CLC)
41123

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - shops nec (CLC)

411231* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411231 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4112311* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec - damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4112311* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec damage > $30000 CLC85(1)
4112312* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec - damage > $2000 and <=$25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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4112312* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec damage >$2500 and <=$30000
CLC85(1)
411232* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - shops nec - damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411232* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives- shops nec damage <= $2500 CLC85(1)
411233* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - shops nec - damage unspec (CLC)
4113 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - Property not dwellings or shops (CLC)
41131

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - schools (CLC)

411311* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives -schools - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411311 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives -schools - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4113111* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives -schools - damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113111* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-schools damage >$30000 CLC85(1)
4113112* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives-schools-damage > $2000 and <= $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113112* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-schools damage >$2500 and <=$30000
CLC85(1)
411312* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - schools - damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411312* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-schools damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411313* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - schools - damage unspec (CLC)
41132

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - factory/warehouse (CLC)

411321* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- fact/w'house - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411321 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- fact/w'house - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4113211* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- fact/w'house-damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113211* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-fact/w'house-damage >$30000 CLC85(1)
4113212* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - fact/w'house – damage > $2000 and<= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113212* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-fact/w'house-damage>$2500 & <=$30000
CLC85(1)
411322* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - fact/w'house-damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411322* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-fact/w'house-damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411323* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - fact/w'house - damage unspec (CLC)
41133

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - motor vehicles (CLC)

411331* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- motor vehicles - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411331 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- motor vehicles - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4113311* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- motor vehicles – damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113311* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-motor vehicle damage >$30000 CLC85(1)
4113312* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives- motor vehicles-damage > $2000 and <= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113312* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-motor vehicle damage >$2500 and <=$30000
CLC85(1)
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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411332* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives- motor vehicles-damage <= $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411332* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-motor vehicle damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411333* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - motor vehicles - damage unspec (CLC)
41139

1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec (CLC)

411391* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec - damage > $2000 (CLC)
Terminated 31/12/1992
411391 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec - damage > $2500 (CLC)
4113911* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives-location nec -damage > $25000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113911* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-location nec-damage >$30000 CLC85(1)
4113912* 1/1/1993 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec - damage > $2000 and <= $25000
(CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4113912* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-location nec-damage >$2500 & <=$30000
CLC85(1)
411392* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec - damage <=$2000 (CLC)
Terminated 25/02/2002
411392* 26/2/2002 Arson or damage by explosives-location nec-damage <=$2500 CLC85(1)
411393* 1/1/1901 Arson or damage by explosives - location nec - damage unspec (CLC)
412

1/1/1995 Arson or damage by explosives - other laws
For offences against specific fire/bushfire legislation see group 849

419

1/1/1901 Damage property - excluding arson or explosives

4191 1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - dwellings
41911

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - house

419111* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419111 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4191111* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house damage > $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191111* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4191112* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191112* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage >$2500 & <=$30000
CLC85(3)
419112 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house -damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419112 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house -damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419112 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage > $2500 other laws
4191121 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house –damage > $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191121 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage > $30000 other laws
4191122 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house –damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191122 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage>$2500&<=$30000
other laws
419113* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house –damage <=$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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419113* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419114 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house –damage <=$2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419114 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives house-damage <=$2500 other laws
419115* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house –damage unspec CLC85(3)
419116
41912

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - house -damage unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - flat/unit

419121* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit –damage >$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419121 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit –damage >$2500 CLC85(3)
4191211* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit –damage >$25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191211* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4191212* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit –damage >$2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191212* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage>$2500&<=$30000
CLC85(3)
419122 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage >$2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419122 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage >$2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419122 26/2/2002 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage >$2500 other laws
4191221 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage >$25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191221 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage>$30000 other laws
4191222 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage >$2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191222 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage >$2500&<=$30000
other laws
419123* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit –damage <=$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419123* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419124 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage <=$2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419124 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives flat/unit-damage <=$2500 other laws
419125* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage unspec CLC85(3)
419126
41913

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - flat/unit-damage unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - dwelling nec

419131* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $2000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419131 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $2500
CLC85(3)
4191311* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191311* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage >$30000
CLC85(3)
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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4191312* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191312* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage >$2500&
<=$30000 CLC85(3)
419132

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec-damage > $2000 other
laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419132 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec-damage > $2000 other
laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419132 26/2/2002 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec-damage > $2500 other
laws
4191321 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $25000
other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191321 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage >$30000 other
laws
4191322 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec- damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4191322 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage >$2500 &
<=$30000 other laws
419133* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec –damage <=$2000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419133* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419134

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec –damage <=$2000 other
Laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419134 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives dwelling nec-damage <=$2500 other laws
419135* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec –damage unspec CLC85(3)
419136

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - dwelling nec-damage unspec other laws

4192 1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - shops
41921

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - licensed premises

419211* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -lic. prem.-damage >$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419211 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -lic. prem.-damage >$2500 CLC85(3)
4192111* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -lic. prem.-damage >$25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192111* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4192112* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -lic. prem.-damage >$2000and <= $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192112* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage >$2500&<=$30000
CLC85(3)
419212 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- lic. prem. -damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419212 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- lic. prem. -damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419212 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage >$2500 other laws
4192121 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- lic. prem. -damage > $25000 other
Laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192121 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage >$30000 other laws
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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4192122 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- lic. prem. -damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192122 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage >$2500 &
<=$30000 other laws
419213* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - lic. prem –damage <=$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419213* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem-damage <= $2500 CLC85(3)
419214 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - lic. prem.-damage <=$2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419214 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives lic prem- damage <=$2500 other laws
419215* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - lic. prem.-damage unspec CLC85(3)
419216
41922

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - lic. prem.-damage unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - pharmacy

419221* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419221 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4192211* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192211* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4192212* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192212* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage >$2500&<=$30000
CLC85(3)
419222 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419222 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419222 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage >$2500 other laws
4192221 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $25000 other
Laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192221 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage >$30000 other laws
4192222 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- pharmacy-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192222 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage >$2500&<=$30000
other laws
419223* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - pharmacy-damage < = $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419223* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419224 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - pharmacy-damage < = $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419224 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives pharmacy- damage <=$2500 other laws
419225* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - pharmacy-damage unspec CLC85(3)
419226
41923

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - pharmacy-damage unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - shops nec

419231* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Terminated 31/12/1992
419231 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4192311*1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192311* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4192312*1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192312* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage >$2500 &
<=$30000 CLC85(3)
419232 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419232 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419232 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage >$2500 other laws
4192321 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $25000 other
laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192321 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage >$30000 other laws
4192322 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4192322 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage>$2500&<=$30000
other laws
419233* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec-damage < = $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419233* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419234

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec –damage < = $2000 other
laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419234 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives shops nec-damage <=$2500 other laws
419235* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec -damage

unspec CLC85(3)

419236

unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - shops nec -damage

4193 1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives-property not dwellings or shops
41931

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - schools

419311* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419311 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4193111* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193111* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage >$30000 CLC85(3)
4193112* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193112* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage >$2500 &<=$30000
CLC85(3)
419312 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419312 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419312 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage >$2500 other laws
4193121 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193121 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage >$30000 other laws
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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4193122 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193122 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage>$2500&<=$30000
other laws
419313* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage < = $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419313* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419314 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage < = $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419314 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives schools-damage <=$2500 other laws
419315* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools –damage unspec CLC85(3)
419316

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - schools-damage unspec other laws

41932 1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives-factory/warehouse
419321* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- fact/w'house-damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419321 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- fact/w'house-damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4193211* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- fact/w'house-damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193211* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage >$30000
CLC85(3)
4193212* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives- fact/w'house-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193212* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage >$2500 &
<=$30000 CLC85(3)
419322 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -fact/w'house-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419322 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -fact/w'house-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419322 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w'house-damage >$2500 other laws
4193221 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -fact/w'house- damage > $25000
other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193221 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage >$30000 other
laws
4193222 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -fact/w'house- damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193222 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage>$2500&
<=$30000 other laws
419323* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - fact/w'house-damage < = $2000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419323* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419324

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - fact/w'house-damage <= $2000 other
laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419324 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives fact/w’house-damage <=$2500 other laws
419325* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - fact/w'house-damage unspec CLC85(3)
419326

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - fact/w'house –damage unspec other laws

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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41933

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - motor vehicle

419331* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -motor veh.- damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419331 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -motor veh.- damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4193311* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -motor veh.- damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193311* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage >$30000
CLC85(3)
4193312* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -motor veh.- damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193312* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage>$2500&<=$30000
CLC85(3)
419332 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419332 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419332 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor vehicle-damage >$2500 other laws
4193321 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage > $25000
other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193321 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage >$30000 other
laws
4193322 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193322 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage >$2500 &
<=$30000 other laws
419333* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage < =$2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419333* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419334 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage < =$2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419334 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives motor veh-damage <=$2500 other laws
419335* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage unspec CLC85(3)
419336
41934

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - motor veh.-damage unspec other laws

1/1/1901 Damage property excluding arson or explosives - location nec

419341* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 31/12/1992
419341 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2500 CLC85(3)
4193411* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $25000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193411* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec - damage >$30000
CLC85(3)
4193412* 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 CLC85(3)
4193412* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec-damage >$2500&
<=$30000 CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419342 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 31/12/1992
419342 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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419342 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec-damage >$2500 other laws
4193421 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $25000
other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193421 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec-damage >$30000
other laws
4193422 1/1/1993 Damage property excl. arson or explosives -location nec-damage > $2000 and
<= $25000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
4193422 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec-damage>$2500&
<=$30000 other laws
419343* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - location nec –damage < = $2000
CLC85(3)
Terminated 25/02/2002
419343* 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec- damage <=$2500 CLC85(3)
419344 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives-location nec-damage <= $2000 other laws
Terminated 25/02/2002
419344 26/2/2002 Damage property excl arson or explosives location nec- damage <=$2500 other laws
419345* 1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - location nec –damage unspec CLC85(3)
419346

1/1/1901 Damage property excl. arson or explosives - location nec-damage unspec other laws

4194 1/1/1901 Other offences related to property damage
4197 1/1/1901 Kill or injure animals
For offences under animal welfare legislation see 8891

42

1/1/1901 Environmental offences
Under environmental legislation only. Does not apply to water supply control (858) or pasture protection (847)
421

1/1/1901 Pollution
Refers only to offences against legislation specific to pollution, Water pollution, Environmental pollution, Noise
pollution, Air pollution, Pollution offences
4211 1/1/1901 Excessive domestic noise
4219 1/1/1901 Pollution nec

423

1/1/1901 Flora and fauna
Refers to protected species only

429

1/1/1901 Other environmental offences
Under environmental legislation
4291 1/1/1901 Litter and rubbish
4299 1/1/1901 Environmental offences nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 5
5

1/1/1901 Offences against good order
Operations of courts, police and corrective services apart from offences of breaches of prison regulations which are dealt
with by prison administration (89)
This Division relates to such acts as Summary Offences, Criminal Law Consolidation, Justice and Crimes Act, which are
directly related to the State and public order and offences where police officers or court/correctional officers are involved.
The only exception to this rule are acts/regulations such as the Australian Formula One Grand Prix Act, Football Park or
Adelaide Oval regulations where the emphasis is on public order
Excludes Industrial Courts.
51

52

1/1/1901 Offences against Government security and operations
511 1/01/1901 Offences against Government security and operations
Terminated 30/11/1990
511 1/12/1990 Offences against Government security and operations
5111 1/12/1990 Treason - CLC 10A
5112 1/12/1990 Attempted Treason - CLC 10A
5113 1/1/2007 Offences under terrorism legislation
5119 1/12/1990 Other Offences against Government security and operations
Where public servant involved e.g. Customs officer divulging information obtained during performance of
duties e.g. personate a Forest Warden.
Falsely represent public officer codes to 3219
Abuse of public office
1/1/1901 Offences against a Court or Court order
521
523
524

1/1/1901 Breach of maintenance
1/1/1901 Breach of Family Law court order
1/1/1901 Contempt of court

525 1/1/1901 Pervert the course of justice, including perjury
5251 1/1/1901 Perjury
5252 1/1/1901 Pervert justice (excluding perjury)
526

1/1/1901 Breach of community service order

527

1/1/1901 Breach of recognisance, probation, parole, other order - excluding community
service
5271 1/1/1901 Breach of recognisance, probation, bond - Children's Court
5272 1/1/1901 Breach of recognisance/probation/bond - Not a Children's Court
Includes breach of undertaking under Shop Theft (alternative enforcement) legislation
5273 1/1/1901 Breach of parole or licence
5274 1/1/1901 Breach of restraint orders
Terminated 31/12/1991
5274 1/1/1992 Breach of restraint orders
Includes interstate orders
From 4/3/1993 Restraint orders became summary protection orders
From 1/8/1994 Summary protection orders became restraining orders (excluding domestic violence
orders - see 52744 below)
52741
1/1/1992 Breach of restraint order where order involved assault on male
52742
1/1/1992 Breach of restraint order where order involved assault on female
52743
1/1/1992 Breach of restraint order where order involved assault on victim sex unknown
52744
1/1/1994 Breach of domestic violence restraining order (incl foreign orders)
52749
1/1/1992 Breach of restraint order nec

5275 1/1/1901 Breach of bail
5279 1/1/1901 Breach of court order nec
528 1/1/1901 Escape from custody
5281 1/1/1901 Escape from custody - excluding prisons
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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5282 1/1/1901 Harbour or assist escapee/absconder
529
53

1/1/1901 Periodic detainee - fail to report

1/1/1901 Offences against Police, Conspiracy
Offences should refer to a police officer or involve arrest by a police officer
533 1/1/1901 Resist/hinder police
5331 1/1/1901 Resist, obstruct or hinder police
5332 1/1/1901 I.D. offences - police
5333 1/1/1901 Fail to comply with police direction
Note: Assault Police = 1293
534

54

1/1/1901 Conspiracy - offence type not specified

1/1/1901 Offences against justice procedures and the enforcement of order
Contains only offences which are directly related to police, judicial or correctional services procedures where a
court./correctional officer is involved or arrest or apprehension is specifically mentioned. e.g. Hindering or failing to
comply with a direction of an authorised officer would be classified to Div 5 where the officer is a court/correctional
officer and to the appropriate administrative group where the officer is a forest warden or licensing inspector under
the Road Traffic Act.
Interrupting a tribunal in the Radiocommunications Act would be classified to 8329
549

1/1/1901 Other offences against justice procedures and the enforcement of order

5491
'
5492
5493
5494
5495
5496

1/1/1901 Corruption of/by police or non-government authority
Non-Government Authority' refers to such bodies as ETSA or SAGASCO.
1/1/1901 Provide false reports and information
1/1/1901 Resist, obstruct, hinder non-police authority
1/1/1901 I.D. offences - re: non-police authority
1/1/1901 Fail to comply with non-police authority direction
1/1/1901 Accessary before the fact, aid, abet, incite (offence unknown)/accessary after fact
Apart from murder (for which there are specific categories -112 and 113), attempts, aid and abet,
conspiracy to, or accessory before the fact are classified to the relevant offence, group where the
offence is known.
Accessory, etc before the fact where the offence type is not known and accessory after the fact are
coded to 5496

5499 1/1/1901 Offences against justice procedures and the enforcement of order nec
e.g. Impersonate a Police Officer
55

1/1/1901 Unlawful possession, use and/or handling of weapons
551 1/1/1901 Possession and/or use of firearms
Includes silencer but excludes ammunition
552 1/1/1901 Possession and/or use of bombs
558 1/1/1901 Possession and/or use of other weapons
559 1/1/1901 Other offences relating to weapons
‘Other’ weapons may include firearms where ‘prohibited or offensive’ weapons include firearms

57

1/1/1901 Pornography and Censorship
571 1/1/1901 Child pornography
Photograph includes film, videotape, or any other form of optical or electronic record from which a visual image
is produced
572 1/1/1901 Censorship/restricted publications
Distribution, sale, exhibition or other publication of material contrary to provisions of specific legislation
covering such matters but excluding Customs legislation (833)

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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59 1/1/1901

Other offences against good order

591 1/1/1901 Liquor licensing
5911 1/1/1901 Liquor offences involving underage persons
5919 1/1/1901 Liquor licensing offences nec
592 1/1/1901 Betting and gaming offences
5921 1/1/1901 Owning, managing or conducting a gaming house
5922 1/1/1901 Participating in betting or gaming offences
5923 1/1/1901 TAB/bookmaking offences
5924 1/1/1901 Lottery offences
5929 1/1/1901 Betting and gaming offences nec
593

1/1/1901 Trespassing
See also 319 - Serious criminal trespass and other offences related to break and enter
Trespassing on railways under Railways Act would be classified to 844
5931 1/1/1901 Trespass
5932 1/1/1901 Returning to, or failing to leave premises or transport

594

1/1/1901 Consorting

595 1/1/1901 Prostitution
5951 1/1/1901 Soliciting for the purpose of prostitution
5952 1/1/1901 Procuring
5953 1/1/1901 Owning, conducting or managing a brothel
5954 1/1/1901 Living off the earnings of prostitution
596

1/1/1901 Drunkenness

597

1/1/1901 Defamation and libel
No longer in use - see 198 entered 1/8/1994

599 1/1/1901 Other offences against good order
5991 1/1/1901 Found with intent to commit crime
5992 1/1/1901 Indecent or offensive language
5993 1/1/1901 Disorderly behaviour
Post bills
5994 1/1/1901 Offensive behaviour
5995 1/1/1901 Loitering
5996 1/1/1901 Urinating, defecating
5997 1/7/1993 Graffiti and related offences
Graffiti includes “deface property in any way” (Summary Offences Act)
59971 1/7/2005 Mark graffiti
59972 1/7/2005 Carry graffiti implement
59973 1/7/2005 Other graffiti related offences
5999 1/1/1901 Offences against good order nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 6
6

1/1/1901 Drug offences
Drug = narcotics, opiates, hallucinogens or any other substance prohibited or under legal control excluding alcohol and
tobacco. Drug element prevails over other elements in offence, including fraud.
Excludes theft of drugs (3992).
Excludes matters relating to drugs for licensed, registered or authorised purposes by a licensed, registered or authorised
person - see 853
61

1/1/1901 Possess and/or use drugs
See also 683 for possess/use offences under new provisions in Controlled Substances Act from 03/12/2007
611 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Cannabis (all forms)
612 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Heroin
613 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Opiate, excluding heroin
614 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Cocaine and its derivatives
615 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Amphetamines
616 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use LSD
617 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use Hallucinogens
619 1/1/1901 Possess and/or use drugs nec

62

1/12/2007 Commercial Offences – Trafficking in controlled drugs
Trafficking offences under new provisions in Controlled Substances Act from 03/12/2007.
See also 65 subdivision for previous sell/trade offences under this Act
Excludes offences involving a child or a school zone
621 1/12/2007 Traffic in Cannabis
6211 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Cannabis
6212 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Cannabis
6213 1/12/2007 Traffic in Cannabis - other
622

1/12/2007 Traffic in Heroin
6221 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Heroin
6222 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Heroin
6223 1/12/2007 Traffic in Heroin - other

623

1/12/2007 Traffic in Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6231 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6232 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6233 1/12/2007 Traffic in Opiates (excluding Heroin) - other

624

1/12/2007 Traffic in Cocaine and derivatives
6241 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Cocaine and derivatives
6242 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Cocaine and derivatives
6243 1/12/2007 Traffic in Cocaine and derivatives - other

625

1/12/2007 Traffic in Amphetamines
6251 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Amphetamines
6252 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Amphetamines
6253 1/12/2007 Traffic in Amphetamines - other

626

1/12/2007 Traffic in LSD
6261 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of LSD
6262 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of LSD
6263 1/12/2007 Traffic in LSD – other

627

1/12/2007 Traffic in Hallucinogens
6271 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of Hallucinogens
6272 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of Hallucinogens
6273 1/12/2007 Traffic in Hallucinogens – other

629

1/12/2007 Traffic in drug nec
Includes drug type unknown/aggregation of drugs
6291 1/12/2007 Traffic in a large commercial quantity of drug nec
6292 1/12/2007 Traffic in a commercial quantity of drug nec
6293 1/12/2007 Traffic in drug nec - other

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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63

1/12/2007 Commercial Offences – Sell/Manufacture or Cultivate for sale controlled drugs and plants
See subdivision 62 (trafficking) for sale of controlled drugs under new provisions under Controlled Substances Act
with effect from 03/12/2007
631

1/12/2007 Manufacture controlled drug for sale
See also subdivision 66 for produce/manufacture drug offences under Controlled Substances Act to
02/12/2007
6311 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cannabis for sale
63111 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Cannabis for sale
63112 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Cannabis for sale
63113 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cannabis for sale – other
6312 1/12/2007 Manufacture Heroin for sale
63121 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Heroin for sale
63122 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Heroin for sale
63123 1/12/2007 Manufacture Heroin for sale – other
6313 1/12/2007 Manufacture Opiates (excluding Heroin) for sale
63131 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Opiates (excluding Heroin) for sale
63132 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Opiates (excluding Heroin) for sale
63133 1/12/2007 Manufacture Opiates (excluding Heroin) for sale – other
6314 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cocaine and derivatives for sale
63141 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Cocaine and derivatives for sale
63142 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Cocaine and derivatives for sale
63143 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cocaine and derivatives for sale – other
6315 1/12/2007 Manufacture Amphetamines for sale
63151 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Amphetamines for sale
63152 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Amphetamines for sale
63153 1/12/2007 Manufacture Amphetamines for sale – other
6316 1/12/2007 Manufacture LSD for sale
63161 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of LSD for sale
63162 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of LSD for sale
63163 1/12/2007 Manufacture LSD for sale – other
6317 1/12/2007 Manufacture Hallucinogens for sale
63171 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of Hallucinogens for sale
63172 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of Hallucinogens for sale
63173 1/12/2007 Manufacture Hallucinogens for sale – other
6319 1/12/2007 Manufacture drug nec for sale
Includes drug type unknown/aggregation of drugs
63191 1/12/2007 Manufacture a large commercial quantity of drug nec for sale
63192 1/12/2007 Manufacture a commercial quantity of drug nec for sale
63193 1/12/2007 Manufacture drug nec for sale – other

632

1/12/2007 Cultivate a controlled plant for sale
See also subdivision 66 for produce/manufacture drugs under provisions of Controlled Substances Act to
02/12/2007
6321 1/12/2007 Cultivate cannabis plants for sale
63211 1/12/2007 Cultivate a large commercial quantity of Cannabis plants for sale
63212 1/12/2007 Cultivate a commercial quantity of Cannabis plants for sale
63213 1/12/2007 Cultivate Cannabis plants for sale – other
6329 1/12/2007 Cultivate plants other than cannabis for sale
63291 1/12/2007 Cultivate a large commercial quantity of plants other than Cannabis for sale
63292 1/12/2007 Cultivate a commercial quantity of plants other than Cannabis for sale
63293 1/12/2007 Cultivate plants other than cannabis for sale – other

633

1/12/2007 Sell/Possess for sale a controlled plant
See also subdivision 65 for sell/trade under provisions of Controlled Substances Act to 02/12/2007
6331 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale cannabis plants

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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63311 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale a large commercial quantity of Cannabis plants
63312 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale a commercial quantity of Cannabis plants
63313 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale Cannabis plants – other
6339 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale plants other than Cannabis
63391 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale a large commercial quantity of plants other than Cannabis
63392 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale a commercial quantity of plants other than Cannabis
63393 1/12/2007 Sell/possess for sale plants other than Cannabis – other
64

1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs
641 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Cannabis (all forms)
Terminated 30/06/1992
641 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Cannabis (all forms)
6411 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export cannabis >= trafficable quantity
6412 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export cannabis < trafficable quantity
6413 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export cannabis traffic. quant. unspec.
642 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Heroin
Terminated 30/06/1992
642 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Heroin
6421 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Heroin >= trafficable quantity
6422 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Heroin < trafficable quantity
6423 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Heroin trafficable quant. unspec.
643 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Opiates (excluding Heroin)
Terminated 30/06/1992
643 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6431 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export opiates > = trafficable quantity
6432 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export opiates < trafficable quantity
6433 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export opiates trafficable quant. unspec
644 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Cocaine and derivatives
Terminated 30/06/1992
644 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Cocaine and derivatives
6441 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Cocaine >= trafficable quantity
6442 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import export Cocaine < trafficable quantity
6443 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export cocaine trafficable quant. unspec
645 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Amphetamines
Terminated 30/06/1992
645 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Amphetamines
6451 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Amphetamines >=trafficable quant
6452 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Amphetamines < trafficable quant.
6453 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for imp./exp. Amphetamines traffic. quant. unspec.
646 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export LSD
Terminated 30/06/1992
646 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export LSD
6461 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export LSD >= trafficable quantity
6462 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/ export LSD < trafficable quantity
6463 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export LSD trafficable quantity unspec.
647 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export Hallucinogens
Terminated 30/06/1992
647 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Hallucinogens
6471 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Hallucinogens >= traffic. quant.
6472 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Hallucinogens < traffic . quant.
6473 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export Hallucinogens trafficable quant. unspec
649 1/1/1901 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs nec
Terminated 30/06/1992
649 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs nec

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
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6491 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs nec >= trafficable quantity
6492 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs nec < trafficable quantity
6493 1/7/1992 Import/export or possess for import/export drugs nec traffic quant. unspec.
65

1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade drugs
See also 62 subdivision for trafficking offences under Controlled Substances Act from 03/12/2007
651 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Cannabis (all forms)
6511* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cannabis (all forms) >=prescribed amount
6512* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cannabis (all forms) < prescribed amount
6513* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cannabis (all forms) amount unspecified
652 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Heroin
6521* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Heroin >=prescribed amount
6522* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Heroin < prescribed amount
6523* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Heroin amount unspecified
653 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6531* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Opiates (excl. Heroin) >= prescribed amount
6532* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Opiates (excl. Heroin) < prescribed amount
6533* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Opiates (excl. Heroin) amount unspecified
654 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Cocaine and derivatives
6541* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cocaine >=prescribed amount
6542* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cocaine < prescribed amount
6543* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Cocaine amount unspecified
655 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Amphetamines
6551* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Amphetamines > =prescribed amount
6552* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Amphetamines < prescribed amount
6553* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Amphetamines amount unspecified
656 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade LSD
6561* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade LSD >=prescribed amount
6562* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade LSD < prescribed amount
6563* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade LSD amount unspecified
657 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade Hallucinogens
6571* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Hallucinogens >=prescribed amount
6572* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Hallucinogens < prescribed amount
6573* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade Hallucinogens amount unspecified
659 1/1/1901 Sell/trade or possess for sale/trade drugs nec
6591* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade drugs nec >=prescribed amount
6592* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade drugs nec < prescribed amount
6593* 1/1/1901 Sell/trade drugs nec amount unspecified

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
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66

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture drugs
See also subdivision 63 and 68 for produce/manufacture offences under Controlled Substances Act from
03/12/2007
661 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms)
6611* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) >=prescribed amount
6612* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6612 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) < prescribed amount
66121*
1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) < prescribed amount but
>= 1/5 of prescribed amount
66122*
1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) < 1/5 of prescribed amount
6613* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cannabis (all forms) amount unspecified
6614 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cannabis for own use
see also 68212 for offences under Controlled Substances Act from 03/12/2007
662

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Heroin

6621* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Heroin >=prescribed amount
6622* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Heroin < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6622* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Heroin < prescribed amount
6623* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Heroin amount unspecified
663

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Opiates (excluding Heroin)

6631* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Opiates >=prescribed amount
6632* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Opiates < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6632* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Opiates < prescribed amount
6633* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Opiates amount unspecified
664

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cocaine and derivatives

6641* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cocaine >=prescribed amount
6642* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cocaine < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6642* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Cocaine < prescribed amount
6643* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Cocaine amount unspecified
665

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Amphetamines

6651* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Amphetamines >=prescribed amount
6652* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Amphetamines < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6652* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Amphetamines < prescribed amount
6653* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Amphetamines amount unspecified
666

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture LSD

6661* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture LSD >=prescribed amount
6662* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture LSD < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6662* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture LSD < prescribed amount
6663* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture LSD amount unspecified
667

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Hallucinogens

6671* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Hallucinogens >=prescribed amount
6672* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Hallucinogens < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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6672* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture Hallucinogens < prescribed amount
6673* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture Hallucinogens amount unspecified
669

1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture drugs nec

6691* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture drugs nec >=prescribed amount
6692* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture drugs nec < prescribed amount
Terminated 31/12/1992
6692* 1/1/1993 Produce or manufacture drugs nec < prescribed amount
6693* 1/1/1901 Produce or manufacture drugs nec amount unspecified
67

1/12/2007 Controlled Drug Offences involving children and school zones
671 1/12/2007 Sell, supply or administer a controlled drug to a child or in a school zone
6711 1/12/2007 Sell a controlled drug to a child or in a school zone
6712 1/12/2007 Supply or administer a controlled drug to a child or in a school zone
672 1/12/2007 Possess controlled drug in school zone or for sale/ supply administer to child
6721 1/12/2007 Possess a controlled drug for sale to a child or in a school zone
6722 1/12/2007 Possess a controlled drug for supply or to administer to child or in school zone
679

68

1/12/2007 Other controlled drug offences involving children or school zones

1/12/2007 Non Commercial Offences involving controlled drugs and plants
681 1/12/2007 Manufacture a controlled drug
See also subdivision 66 for produce/manufacture offences under Controlled Substances Act to 02/12/2007
6811 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cannabis
6812 1/12/2007 Manufacture Heroin
6813 1/12/2007 Manufacture Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6814 1/12/2007 Manufacture Cocaine and derivatives
6815 1/12/2007 Manufacture Amphetamines
6816 1/12/2007 Manufacture LSD
6817 1/12/2007 Manufacture Hallucinogens
6819 1/12/2007 Manufacture drug nec
Includes drug type unknown/aggregation of drugs
682

1/12/2007 Cultivate a controlled plant
See also subdivision 66 for produce/manufacture offences under Controlled Substances Act to 02/12/2007
6821 1/12/2007 Cultivate cannabis plants
68211 1/12/2007 Cultivate more than the prescribed number of cannabis plants
68212 1/12/2007 Cultivate not more than the prescribed number of cannabis plants
See 6614 for produce/manufacture offences under Controlled Substances Act to 02/12/2007
68213 1/12/2007 Cultivate a cannabis plant for supply/administration to another person
68214 1/12/2007 Cultivate cannabis plants (any number) by artificially enhanced cultivation
6829 1/12/2007 Cultivate a controlled plant other than cannabis

683

1/12/2007 Possess/consume a controlled drug
See also 61for possess/use offences under Controlled Substances Act to 02/12/2007
6831 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Cannabis
6832 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Heroin
6833 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Opiates (excluding Heroin)
6834 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Cocaine and derivatives
6835 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Amphetamines
6836 1/12/2007 Possess/consume LSD
6837 1/12/2007 Possess/consume Hallucinogens
6839 1/12/2007 Possess/consume drug nec
Includes drug type unknown/aggregation of drugs

684

1/12/2007 Supply or administer a controlled drug to another person
Excludes offences involving a child or a school zone
Includes possess for supply/administration to another person
See also 65
6841 1/12/2007 Supply/administer Cannabis to another person

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
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6842
6843
6844
6845
6846
6847
6849
68

1/12/2007 Supply/administer Heroin to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer Opiates (excluding Heroin) to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer Cocaine and derivatives to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer Amphetamines to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer LSD to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer Hallucinogens to another person
1/12/2007 Supply/administer drug nec to another person
Includes drug type unknown/aggregation of drugs

1/1/01-1/1/01
(66221) No longer required
681

1/1/01-1/1/01
(66222) No longer required
682 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66321) No longer required
683 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66322) No longer required
684 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66421) No longer required
685 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66422) No longer required
686 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66521) No longer required
687 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66522) No longer required
688 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66621) No longer required
689 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66622) No longer required
6891 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66721) No longer required
6892 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66722) No longer required
6893 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66921) No longer required
6894 1/1/01-1/1/01
(66922) No longer required
Note: The 68 category was amended by correct clerical errors. These were previously codes in the 66 category representing drug
amounts which were repealed retrospectively and not required.

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
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69

1/1/1901 Drug related offences
691

1/1/1901 Fraudulent prescription offences

692 1/1/1901 Possess implements for drug use
Terminated 30/06/1992
692 1/7/1992 Possess implements for drug use
6921 1/7/1992 Possess implements for cannabis use
6922 1/7/1992 Possess implements for heroin use
6923 1/7/1992 Possess implements for opiate use
6924 1/7/1992 Possess implements for cocaine use
6925 1/7/1992 Possess implements for amphetamine use
6926 1/7/1992 Possess implements for LSD use
6927 1/7/1992 Possess implements for hallucinogen use
6929 1/7/1992 Possess implements for other drug use
693 1/12/2007 Offences involving Controlled Precursors
6931 1/12/2007 Sell a controlled precursor
69311 1/12/2007 Sell a large commercial quantity of a controlled precursor
69312 1/12/2007 Sell a commercial quantity of a controlled precursor
69313 1/12/2007 Sell a controlled precursor - other
6932 1/12/2007 Manufacture a controlled precursor
6939 1/12/2007 Other offences involving controlled precursors
699

1/1/1901 Other drug offences

* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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Level 7
7

1/1/1901 Driving, motor vehicle, traffic and related offences
Control of roads legislation
Note - 114 Manslaughter (including by driving)
115 Driving causing death
35
Larceny or illegal use of vehicle
71 1/1/1901 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs
711

1/1/1901 Driving offences involving alcohol or drugs

7111 1/1/1901 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs
71111
1/1/1901 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs - at RBT
Terminated 30/09/2004
71111
1/10/2004 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs - at RBT
711111 01/10/2004 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs – at Static RBT
711112 01/10/2004 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs – at Mobile RBT
711119 01/10/2004 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs – at RBT type unknown
71112
1/1/1901 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs - not at RBT
71113
1/1/1991 Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs - RBT not known
7112 1/1/1901 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol
71121
1/1/1901 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol - at RBT
Terminated 30/09/2004
71121
1/10/2004 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol - at RBT
711211 01/10/2004 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol – at Static RBT
711212 01/10/2004 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol – at Mobile RBT
711219 01/10/2004 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol – at RBT type unknown
71122
1/1/1901 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol - not at RBT
71123
1/1/1991 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol - RBT not known
71126
1/1/1991 Exceeding 0.00 alcohol level-for probationary and learner's licence holders
(May include DUI on contravene probationary licence condition)
Terminated 30/09/2004
71126
1/10/2004 Exceeding 0.00 alcohol level-for probationary and learner's licence holders
(May include DUI on contravene probationary licence condition)
711261

01/10/2004

Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol
for probationary, provisional and learner's licence holders – at RBT
7112611 01/10/2004Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol for probationary,
provisional and learner's licence holders – at Static RBT
7112612 01/10/2004
Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol for probationary,
provisional and learner's licence holders – at Mobile RBT
7112619 01/10/2004Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol for probationary,
provisional and learner’s permit – at RBT type unknown
711262 01/10/2004 Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol
for probationary, provisional and learner's licence holders – Not at RBT

711269

01/10/2004

Exceeding prescribed concentration of alcohol for probationary, provisional and
learner's licence holders – RBT Unknown

7113 1/1/1901 Refuse to supply blood sample
7114 1/1/1901 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction
71141
1/1/1901 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction - at RBT
Terminated 30/09/2004
71141
1/10/2004 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction - at RBT
711411 01/10/2004 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction at Static RBT
711412 01/10/2004 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction at Mobile
RBT
711419 01/10/2004 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction at RBT type
unknown
71142
1/1/1901 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction - not at RBT
71143
1/1/1991 Refuse breath test, drug screening test, alcotest or other instruction - RBT not known
* MSPs are associated with the JANCO code
Nec = ‘Not Elsewhere Classified’
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72 1/1/1901 Dangerous, reckless, or negligent driving
724 1/1/1901 Dangerous or reckless driving
7241 1/1/1901 Driving at a dangerous speed
7242 1/1/1901 Driving in a dangerous manner

73

725

1/1/1901 Negligent driving

726

13/8/06

Dangerous driving to escape or cause a police pursuit

1/1/1901 Driving licence offences
732 1/1/1901 Driving while licence suspended or cancelled
733 1/1/1901 Driving without a licence - excluding Group 732
739 1/1/1901 Other driving licence offences
Includes exceed speed with provisional licence to 30/09/04. From 01/10/04 exceed speed with provisional
licence has been coded to 7492.

74 1/1/1901 Traffic offences
749 1/1/1901 Traffic offences - excluding parking
7491 1/1/1901 Fail to stop or report after an accident
7492 1/1/1901 Exceed speed limit
See 739 for 'P' plates
7493 1/1/1901 Disobey safety rules - including Fail to wear seat belts
7494 1/1/1901 Disobey signs and directions
7495 1/1/1901 Disobey road rules - excluding speeding
7496 1/9/2007 Misuse a motor vehicle
‘Hoon’ driving
7499 1/1/1901 Traffic offences nec (excluding parking)
75 1/1/1901 Motor vehicle registration offences
751 1/1/1901 Registration offences - including Third Party Insurance
Terminated 31/12/2006
751 1/1/2007 Registration offences – including Third Party Insurance
7511 1/1/2007 Drive unregistered
7512 1/1/2007 Drive uninsured
7513 1/1/2007 Other registration offences
752 1/1/1901 Roadworthiness
79 1/1/1901 Parking and other motor vehicle offences
791 1/1/1901 Parking
799 1/1/1901 Other motor vehicle, traffic and related offences
Including tow truck operators and driving instructors
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Level 8
8

1/1/1901 Other offences
Regulatory or administrative offences charged under specific legislation relating to the subject grouping and not provided
for elsewhere. Excludes offences charged under crimes or police offences legislation
81

1/1/1901 Company legislation offences
812 1/1/1901 Company legislation

82

1/1/1901 Banking, financial institutions and insurance offences
821 1/1/1901 Banking, financial institutions and insurance

83

1/1/1901 Other Federal, State and Territory legislation - Misc 1
831

1/1/1901 Taxation and stamp duty - excluding excise

832 1/1/1901 Posts, telegraphs and telecommunications
8321 1/1/1901 Indecent/offensive communication by telephone and postal service
8322 1/1/1901 Listening devices
8323 1/1/1901 Hoax telecommunication messages
8329 1/1/1901 Other
833

1/1/1901 Customs, excise, imports and exports (excl. drugs and protected flora and fauna)

834 1/1/1901 Immigration, passports, etc
8341 1/1/1901 Immigration
8342 1/1/1901 Passport
8349 1/1/1901 Other

84

835

1/1/1901 Electoral
Fraud under electoral legislation goes here, electoral fraud under other legislation goes in Div 32.

836

1/1/1901 Air navigation, airports, and aircraft operations
Under specific legislation. See Div 1 for offences involving assault, injury. etc

837

1/1/1901 Health, mental health, quarantine, food standards, etc

838

1/1/1901 Bankruptcy

839

1/1/1901 Copyright and patents

1/1/1901 Other Federal, State and Territory legislation - Misc 2
841 1/1/1901 Social security, social welfare legislation
842 1/1/1901 Births, deaths, marriages, including Family Law
843 1/1/1901 Education (including truancy)
844 1/1/1901 Railways, and other transport - excluding Division 7 and Group 836
Code to Div 1 where offence includes assault, injury, likely to cause death or
injury etc.
845 1/1/1901 Navigation act offences, coastal, inland waterways, ports, harbours
Assault injury etc. goes in Div 1
846 1/1/1901 Energy - electricity, gas and other energy
Offences under specific legislation
847 1/1/1901 Agriculture and stock, pasture protection, guano, etc
848 1/1/1901 Fisheries
849 1/1/1901 Fires, bushfire control
Arson under legislation other than legislation specific to fire/bushfire are coded to 41
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85

1/1/1901 Other Federal, State and Territory legislation - Misc 3
852

1/1/1901 Licensing and regulatory bodies
Unlicensed/unregistered in trade or profession. Breach condition of licence (excl. Liquor, firearms, motor
driver’s licence)
Offer goods for sale without licence.
Purchase fish without licence or from unlicensed person goes to 848
Unlicensed transmitter goes to 8329

853

1/1/1901 Dangerous drugs, poisons and other substances – excluding Division 6

854 1/1/1901 Secret commissions, trade practices, etc
8541 1/1/1901 Trade practice offences
8542 1/1/1901 Secret commission offences
855
856
857
858
859
86

88

1/1/1901
1/1/1901
1/1/1901
1/1/1901

Workers conditions, compensation, conciliation and arbitration
Explosives and inflammable liquids - excluding sub-division 55
Scaffolding, cranes, lifts, industrial safety
Rivers and water supply
e.g. Illegal water bore, breach water restriction See also Group 42
1/1/1901 Local government organisation - excluding by-law breaches

1/1/1901 Dog and cat control offences
861 1/1/1901 Dog control
862 1/7/1995 Cat control
1/1/1901 Other offences
889 1/1/1901 Other offences nec
8891 1/1/1901 Animal cruelty
Under cruelty to animals legislation
see 4197 for other legislation
8897 1/1/1995 Offences relating to aboriginal lands/heritage
88971 1/1/1995 Offences relating to aboriginal lands involving alcohol/regulated substances
88979 1/1/1995 Offences relating to aboriginal lands/heritage nec
8898 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws
88981 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - air navigation, airports, aircraft operations
88982 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - posts, telegraph, telecommunications
88983 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - education
88984 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - local government organisation
88985 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - environmental legislation
88986 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - health, mental health, quarantine, food standards
88987 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - railways & other transport (excl division 7 and group 836)
88988 1/1/1995 Breach of By-laws - aboriginal lands
8899 1/1/1901 Offences nec
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89 1/1/1901

Offences-in-custody (against prison rules) - prisoners only
Offences within the prison dealt with by prison authorities
891 1/1/1901 Security
8911 1/7/1993 Escape from custody - prisoner
8919 1/7/1993 Security breach (excl. escape from custody)
892 1/1/1901 Contraband/drug related
893 1/1/1901 Prison officials, offences against
894 1/1/1901 Involving other prisoners
Assault, unauthorised physical contact with another prisoner, gambling
895 1/1/1901 Involving the prisoner - pretend illness, etc
896 1/1/1901 Involving property
897 1/1/1901 Conduct - behaviour, dress, etc
899 1/1/1901 Offences - in - custody nec
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Level 9
9

1/1/1901 Non-offence matters
91

1/1/1901 Mental health matters
911 1/1/1901 Neglect care/control mental health
912 1/1/1901 Apprehension of mental defective

92

1/1/1901 Child welfare matters
921 1/1/1901 Application for declaration of being in need of care or control
922 1/1/1901 Applications for variation of orders or conditions
923 1/1/1901 Application for bail
929 1/1/1901 Other child welfare matters nec

93

1/1/1901 Police and judicial matters
931

1/1/1901 Police matters

932

1/1/1901 Orders of restraint
(No associations - replaced by 934)

933

1/1/1901 Issuance of warrant or summons

934

1/1/1991 Issuance of order or notice (Duplicate entered 31/8/1992)
From 04/03/1993 Restraint orders became summary protection orders.
From 01/08/1994 Summary protection orders became restraining orders (excl domestic violence
restraining orders)
Terminated 31/12/1991
934 1/1/1901 Issuance of order or notice
9341 1/1/1992 Issuance of restraint order by a court
93411
1/1/1992 Issuance of restraint order by a court for assault on male
93412
1/1/1992 Issuance of restraint order by a court for assault on female
93413
1/1/1992 Issuance of restraint order by a court for assault on victim sex unknown
93414
1/1/1995 Issuance of paedophile restraining order by court application
93415
1/8/2010 Issuance of child protection restraining order by a court
93419
1/1/1992 Issuance of restraint order by a court NEC
9342 1/3/1993 Issuance of restraint order by telephone
93421
1/3/1993 Issuance of restraint order by telephone for assault on male
93422
1/3/1993 Issuance of restraint order by telephone for assault on female
93423
1/3/1993 Issuance of restraint order by telephone for assault on victim
sex unknown
93424
1/1/1995 Issuance of paedophile restraining order by telephone application
93425
1/8/2010 Issuance of child protection restraining order by telephone
93429
1/3/1993 Issuance of restraint order by telephone nec
9343 1/1/1994 Issuance of domestic violence restraining order
93431
1/1/1994 Issuance of domestic violence restraining order by a court
93432
1/1/1994 Issuance of domestic violence restraining order by telephone
9344 01/01/1901 Registration of interstate summary protection/foreign restraining orders
9345 01/01/1994 Registration of foreign domestic violence restraining order
9349 1/1/1901 Issuance of other order or notice
Includes cancellation, variation or revocation of orders and issuance of orders supplementary to other
orders, such as firearms orders supplementary to domestic violence restraining or restraining orders.
935

1/1/1991 Appeal

939

1/1/1901 Other judicial matters, nec
Includes provisions for disqualification from holding or obtaining a driver’s licence.

99 1/1/1901 Other non-offence matters, nec
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